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Abstract
In this paper we study how can one generalize the well-known Sylvester theorem for congruent
circles. We prove that for any .nite set of at least two points in the plane which has diameter
at most
√
2, there is a unit circle passing through exactly two points of the set. We conjecture
that the same holds with the exception of one con.guration in a more general case, when the
diameter is at most two. In the later case, we show that there is a unit circle which contains at
most 5 points. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and results
In this paper we consider two variants of the following well-known problem of
Sylvester [9]: show that for a .nite set of not collinear points in a plane, there exists a
line through exactly two of the points. Sylvester’s problem was .rst veri.ed by Gallai
[6], and it inspired further research considering generalizations and other problems of
similar type, see [2,4,5,7], and the survey papers by Borwein and Moser [3] and by
Pach [8] and the illuminating book of Aigner and Ziegler [1].
Throughout the paper by a circle we mean the boundary of a circular disc. A unit
circle is a circle that has radius 1. A circle is called ordinary (with respect to a set B)
if it contains exactly two points of B. An arrangement of four points is called an E4 if
three of the points are vertices of an acute triangle with circumradius 1, and the fourth
point is the common point to the other three unit circles which go through exactly two
points of the set (Fig. 1). Notice that each unit circle which goes through two points
of an E4 pointset contains exactly three points of E4. We say that four unit circles
form an e4 arrangement, if their intersection points form an E4 pointset. Notice that
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Fig. 1. E4 = {A; B; C; D} and e4 = {a; b; c; d}.
each point which belongs to two circles of an e4 arrangement belongs to exactly three
circles of e4.
The following two conjectures are due to A. Bezdek in 1998.
Conjecture 1. For any :nite planar set A at least two points; which is di;erent from
E4 and which has diameter at most 2; there is a unit circle passing through exactly
two points of A.
Conjecture 2. Any :nite set A of unit circles with connected union determines an
intersection point which belongs to at most three members of A.
Conjecture 2 fails to be true if one replaces “at most three” with “at most two”.
There are several circle arrangements where every intersection point has degree three.
One of the simplest example e4 (Fig. 1) consists of four unit circles a; b; c and d,
which pass through triplets of a given E4 pointset. We believe that with the following
changes one will get all arrangements where every intersection point has degree three.
One can build larger “tree like” examples by repeatedly adding triplets of unit circles
using the following idea: consider .rst that arc of a which lies outside of b; c and d,
then choose three points close to each other on this arc, so that the three unit circles
e; f and g, which are diKerent from a and pass through pairs of the selected points are
disjoint from b; c and d. Notice that every intersection point determined by the family
{a; b; : : : ; g} has degree three. Another simple example is described next: Let R be a
rhombus of edge length 2 and with angles ¿ 60◦ and consider a simple connected
cluster of congruent copies of R arranged in an edge-to-edge manner. The unit circles
which are centered at the vertices and at the midpoints of these rhombii form a family
of circles where each intersection point has degree three. One also can add triplets of
unit circles to this arrangement in the same way, as it was described above to get more
complicated examples with the same property.
In this paper we give some partial results.
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Theorem 3. For any :nite set P in the plane; containing at least two points and
having diameter at most
√
2; there is a unit circle passing through exactly two points
of P.
Let n be the smallest number such that for any .nite planar set P of at least two
points with diam(P)6 2 there exists a unit circle connecting two points of P which
contains at most n points of P.
Let m be the smallest number such that for any .nite collection C of at least two
unit circles whose union is connected there exists an intersection point of two members
of C which is contained in at most m members of C.
Notice that according to the above conjectures and examples n=m=3. In this paper
we prove
Theorem 4. n6m6 5.
2. Proofs
If A; B are two nonantipodal points on a unit circle, then we denote by arc(AB) the
shorter arc connecting A and B. We use the same notation for the length of the arc
as well. Similarly, by AB we denote the segment connecting A and B, and the length
of the segment as well. The ray emanating from A and going through B is denoted
by
→
AB.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let P be a set of at least two points. If all elements of P are
contained on one unit circle, then the conclusion clearly holds. Therefore, we may
assume that there exists a pair {c; P} of a unit circle c and a point P such that c
contains at least two points of P, P ∈P \ c and dist(c; P) is minimal.
Indirectly assume that c contains at least three points of P. Denote them by A, B
and C. Let O be the center of c. Notice that the unit circle which is diKerent from c
and connects A and B is closer to O than 1, thus P =O. Let H be a closed halfplane
bounded by the line connecting
↔
OP, and let M =
→
OP ∩ c. We may assume that A; B; C
are in this order counterclockwise on the circle c with A; B∈H , PA¡PB, and either
C ∈H or C ∈ H .
Case 1: P is outside c. Rotate c counterclockwise around B until it contains P. Let
us denote the new circle by c′ and its center by O′. Let A′ be a point of arc(BP) on
the ray
→
OA. Since BP6
√
2, thus arc(BP)¡=2. This implies that the line
↔
OO′ does
not separate B from P. Consequently, we get dist(c; P)¿AA′¿ dist(c′; A)¿ dist(c; P),
which is a contradiction.
Case 2: P is inside c. Rotate c clockwise around B until it contains P. Let us
denote the new circle by c′, and its center by O′. If O is not inside c′, then c′
intersects the segment OP in its interior. Therefore O′ ∈H and so OP6OA0, where
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A0 is the common point of OA and arc(PB). This implies that d(c; P)¿AA0. In view
of AA0¿d(c′; A) this contradicts the choice of P. Thus, from now on we may assume
that O is inside c′.
Let A′=OA∩ c′, C′=
→
O′C ∩ c′, and let the second common point of c and c′ be B′
(Fig. 2). Orient the .gure so that BB′ is vertical, and the ray
→
B′B shows upward. Let H ′
be the closed upper halfplane bounded by the line
↔
OO′. Let D=BB′∩OO′. ReNecting
P and M with respect to the line
↔
OO′ yields, say, P1 and M1, while reNecting P and P1
with respect to D yields, say, the points P′ and P′1. Let Q=
→
B′O∩ c, and Q′=
→
BO∩ c.
To get a contradiction, it is enough to show that either AA′ or CC′ is shorter than PM .
By AB6
√
2 we have A∈H ′. Furthermore, P ∈ H ′ since otherwise, by A∈ arc(BM),
we would obtain dist(c′; A)6AA′6PM =dist(c; P), which would imply that A=M ,
dist(c′; A)= dist(c; P), so A would be on the line
↔
OO′, and therefore AB¿
√
2, a
contradiction. We also have B∈ arc(AC), otherwise, by BC6√2, C ∈H ′ clearly holds,
implying P ∈H ′. It can be easily seen that C ∈ arc(P′P′1) and A∈ arc(MM1), otherwise
either CC′ or AA′ would be shorter than PM . On the other hand, by B∈H we have
M ∈ arc(QQ′), which implies M1 ∈ arc(QQ′).
Since “B′OP′=“BO′P6 =2, and by arc(P′Q) ⊆ arc(AC) it follows that “P′OQ
6“COA6 =2, thus =“B′OQ6“B′OP′ +“COA6 =2 + =2. Therefore there
has to be an equality everywhere in the previous inequalities. This implies A=Q. Thus
AA′¡P1M1 =PM , which implies dist(c′; A)¡ dist(c; P), a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let P be a .nite set of points in the plane with diam(P)6 2.
Consider the “dual con.guration” P∗ of P consisting of all the unit circles centered
at the points of P. Then clearly P∗ is connected. Notice that some points of P lie
on one unit circle if and only if the unit circles of P∗ corresponding to those points
have a common point. This implies n6m.
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Let C be an arbitrary collection of .nitely many unit circles whose union is con-
nected. De.ne a planar graph G whose vertices are those points of the plane which
are contained in at least two members of C, and the edges are the vertex free circular
arcs contained in some member of C and connecting two (maybe coinciding) vertices.
Thus G is connected, but it may contain loops and parallel edges.
To complete the proof, it is clearly enough to .nd a vertex of G with degree at
most 10. If G contains a loop at a vertex V or two parallel edges contained in the
same member of C connecting V to another vertex, then it is easy to see that either
the degree of V is exactly four or V is a common point of two touching members of
C with degree at most six. So, we may assume that G does not contain any loops,
and any two parallel edges of G are contained in diKerent members of C. This implies
that any two vertices are connected by at most two parallel edges. Let G′ be a planar
graph obtained from G by leaving exactly one edge from every pair of parallel edges
of G. Then G′ has the same vertices as G, and their degrees in G′ are at least the
half of their degrees in G. Notice that G′ is connected. Using the well-known fact that
every simple planar graph has a vertex of degree at most .ve, it follows that G′ has
a vertex x of degree at most .ve. It follows that the vertex x of G has degree at most
ten.
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